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PROFILE

Off into the sunset                                                                                                                                
A family jobber with more than a half-century in the 

industry has been sold. Here’s the family story and 
what’s next for the former Jobber of the Year winner.
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Turnkey Media is launching a brand-new quarterly 
magazine for auto service professionals:

EV World will focus on: 

• Technical articles, how-to guides
• Newest government and private sector news
• New product alerts
• Vehicle innovations, and what’s coming to your shop 
• Consumer habits and what to expect from your customers 
• And much more!

Covering the EV Repair Market
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SERVICE NOTE

HEALTHY PORTIONS

Have you ever eaten a bag of potato chips where you felt full but also kind of 
empty? Your stomach says it’s had enough, but you ate junk food — your 
body wants nutrition. You’re not satisfied.

Listening to some industry observers, it feels that’s kind of how 2022 went 
for the automotive aftermarket when examining trends and balance sheets. Things were 
looking great at the bottom. Revenue was up; year-over-year performance shined. 

But as some dug deeper, was the industry actually growing? Were more people 
coming to the aftermarket to have their vehicles taken care of? Or was it the same 
group but they were simply paying more during each visit because the cost of parts 
went up?

“When you look into the dollar sales trends that you hear different retailers talk 
about how their business is performing, a lot of that tied to price and it’s not tied 
necessarily to demand,” observed Nathan Shipley, executive director for The NPD 
Group’s automotive aftermarket practice, at AAPEX 2022.

So it looks like a case of empty calories — revenue was up but customer demand 
didn’t really drive that growth. It was higher prices.

But that could start to change this year. In fact, things are lining up in our industry’s 
favour in a way that this could be a year of healthy eating.

Supply chain concerns are easing. Challenges facing the other end of the automotive 
industry — namely dealers — are translating into growing opportunities here. 

Yes, consumers are facing real challenges these days. When we take off our work 
hats, we’re feeling them ourselves. Everything is costing more. Clothing, food, 
entertainment, gasoline — we’re paying more in every way compared to just a year or 
two ago.

But it’s for these reasons and more that suppliers and jobbers should do well.
The British Columbia Automobile Association reported late last year that the 

increased cost of living has made vehicle owners give more thought to better 
maintaining their vehicles. 

It’s far more expensive to buy a new car these days, more than $45,000 (in the U.S., 
that number is closing in on US$50,000). And if you’re hitting the used lot, those prices 
are about 57 per cent higher than the benchmark, according to Canadian Black Book. 
There has been some retreating happening lately but it’s not happening fast enough.

People understand they need their vehicles to get to work and run 
errands. So ignoring maintenance isn’t an option. They’re turning to 
the aftermarket to fine-tune their wheels and keep them going, BCAA 
found. While 49 per cent admitted to skipping recommended vehicle 
maintenance and repairs in the past due to costs, now 83 per cent said 
they can’t risk being without their vehicle because of a breakdown.

The aftermarket is positioned to have a healthy year. Maybe bottom 
line revenue will take a step back as inflation eases, but it’ll be backed 
by a stronger customer base. 

Think of it as trading in the bag of chips for a salad. We’ll be in 
better shape overall this time next year.

 

Adam Malik
Managing Editor, Jobber News

Let me know what you think.  
You can reach me at  

adam@turnkey.media
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LETTERS What’s on your mind?
We want to hear from you about anything you read in 

Jobber News magazine. Send your email to adam@turnkey.media

programming after repair, especially with module replacement. 
We need better access to these systems, preferably without having 
to buy a dozen laptops and VCI’s to go with the subscription.
Art French AML Auto Service

IS YOUR SHOP TOO BUSY? WHY THAT’S 
A BAD THING, AND HOW TO MANAGE IT
I have a real problem with parts suppliers who don’t keep 
common ordinary items on the shelf but can keep $50,000 
worth of tools or whatever instead. I realize you can’t stock 
every item for every vehicle but come on: Get the safety-
related parts in stock. As a shop owner and service writer, I 
have to guess a week in advance of what a vehicle may or may 
not require and have to order in these ”maybe we need it” 
parts because they refuse to keep ordinary parts in stock.
Barry Dale, Trinity Repair

SKILLED TRADES IMPORTANT BUT 
WE DON’T WANT TO WORK IN IT: 
CANADIANS
No wonder in the automotive trade we have such a hard 
time recruiting new workers. The competition to entice 
them to automotive becomes even more critical, such as 
good working conditions, good pay, good benefits. It will be 
interesting to see if this industry can pull it off when all us old 
farts are long gone.
Brian Browning, Centre Point Automotive

HOW MILLENNIALS APPROACH 
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
I feel like this is self-inflicted. A lot of them don’t want to 
spend the time to learn about their car. They definitely do not 
read the manual as seen by the questions asked online. And 
when we try and discuss it with them, they glaze over and 
expect it to be as simple as a 30 second TikTok.
Shawn Greenberg, Seamless Auto Care

This is a perfect opportunity to market our selves and educate 
Millennials on the benefits of maintenance. They may not use 
their vehicles as much as older generations so they may tend 
to forget about it. Manufacturers push maintenance intervals 
out longer which makes it harder to track for consumers. 
Our job is to take all of the unknown out of maintenance 
for them. Millennials also have a tendency to purchase 
higher end vehicles that have substantially more cost to 
maintenance. Again it is all about educating them. This goes 
a long way to building a relationship with a long time client.
Bob Ward, The Auto Guys

STOP NEGOTIATING PRICE,  
COACH URGES
Price it right and price it once. Its the same philosophy we 
have on used cars. If you start wavering on price, it implies 
that your margins were too great to begin with, and every 
interaction you have with that customer from then on, they 
will be under that impression. And as we all know, we all lose 
in a race to the bottom.
Geoff, reader

FINDING SUCCESS
Enjoyed the article and have a comment on the customer return 
part of the article. We have considered terminating relationships 
with customers due to the high return rate. We have a number 
of customers in excess of 50% returns. These are also the same 
customers with double the warranty rate as average. It is difficult 
to offer these customers the delivery times they expect when that 
urgent part is returned the next day. Our customers need to be 
better educated on there selling skills so the do not have to order 
every part that might be possibly needed They should prepare 
the customer in advance to allow them to diagnose the car and 
schedule the needed repairs.
Bruce Dupuis NAPA Auto Parts

WHERE CUSTOMERS SAY YOU CAN 
IMPROVE
As a service writer and shop owner, I totally agree. I see invoices 
from the area shops and all dealerships in our area. I am shocked 
at the information that is not there. If I was to pay a bill based 
on what is written on those invoices, I would say the invoice 
should read “free, no charge.” When you get an invoice from 
me there is a full compete story of what was done and what we 
found and what needs repair in what rider it should be done. 
All recommendations are listed. All codes and explanations are 
completely written out and the customer is sat down and gone 
through with me everything on the invoice if they want to.
Barry Dale Trinity Repair

WHY RIGHT TO REPAIR CAN’T BE 
VOLUNTARY
Absolutely agree. I couldn’t understand trashing legislation when 
it was on the table in favour of a voluntary program. To date, 
some manufacturers still refuse to allow aftermarket techs access 
to security updates and programming, especially in Canada. 
R2R legislation in the US falls short also. It only covers vehicles 
manufactured since 2018 and only covers some modules, such 
as powertrain. The way vehicles are today, most systems need 
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NEWS

RECESSION COMING BUT 
NOT A SEVERE ONE
IF WE AREN’T ALREADY IN a recession, we should enter 
one soon. And it should last throughout most of next year, 
according to an industry expert.

However, Jeff Schuster, president of global forecasting at 
LMC Automotive, recently told attendees of TalkAuto, that 
the recession shouldn’t be severe.

“We are looking for a recession [in 2023],” he said at the 
event hosted by Canadian Black Book late last year in 
Vaughan, Ontario. “And that recession has turned into more 
of a moderate recession, probably starting yet this quarter, but 
lasting through the majority of 2023 before things recover and 
we start to see positive GDP growth.”

He noted the Bank of Canada and other central banks around 
the world are trying to deal with inflation first and foremost. 
They’re not trying to ignite a recession but that’s a by-product of 
trying to cool inflation that has hit levels not seen in decades.

The Bank of Canada closed out 2022 with the interest rate 
at 4.25 per cent, the highest since January 2008.

Meanwhile, a quarterly report from the Canadian 
Federation of Independent Business forecasted slow 
economic growth and receding inflation — all signs that the 
country may sidestep a recession.

In other words, while the economy is slow, there isn’t a 
contraction so a recession should be avoidable, said Simon 
Gaudreault, chief economist and vice-president of research 
at CFIB.

“Moreover, while inflation is absolutely not back to normal 
yet, our analysis suggests it will continue significantly cooling 
over the current quarter, which should help the Bank of 
Canada as it decides whether or not to keep raising interest 
rates,” he added.

TIGHT FINANCES TURN 
FOCUS TO VEHICLE 
MAINTENANCE
THE INCREASED COST OF LIVING has put families in tight 
financial positions and vehicle owners are opting to take 
better care of their cars by investing in them so they can hang 
on to them longer, according to a survey from the British 
Columbia Automobile Association.

Seven in 10 B.C. drivers reported on the survey that the high 
cost of living and economic uncertainty has them keeping their 
current vehicle for much longer than they planned. Even though 
money is tight, they’re opting to repair, rather than replace.

In fact, they’re more attuned to maintenance these days. 
Almost half (49 per cent) admitted to skipping recommended 

vehicle maintenance and repairs in the past due to costs. But 
more than four in five (83 per cent) said they can’t risk being 
without their vehicle as a result of a breakdown.

Furthermore, 93 per cent of respondents agreed it’s 
worthwhile to get the most out of their vehicle even if they 
consider it costly to maintain.

CARQUEST, WORLDPAC 
UNDER ONE DC ROOF

CARQUEST AND WORLDPAC HAVE OPENED a combined 
distribution centre in Ontario, the first time both companies have 
teamed up on operations.

Both are subsidiaries of Advance Auto Parts, which 
announced the opening of the new DC in Bolton, about an hour 
northwest of Toronto.

The new facility is about 580,000 sq ft. It has the capacity to 
hold more than 350,000 automotive parts, serving the majority 
of domestic and import vehicles in Canada. More than 200 
employees work out of the new Carquest and Worldpac building.

More than 130 Carquest stores and Worldpac branches in 
central and eastern Canada are served by the DC. In turn, they 
serve more than 37,000 professional repair shops and automotive 
dealerships, including 500 TechNet Professional repair shops.

IDEAL SUPPLY ACQUIRES 
WYEBRIDGE
IDEAL SUPPLY HAS ACQUIRED Wyebridge Machine 
Limited, run by the MacLennan family in Midland, Ontario.

The deal closed on Nov. 4. Wyebridge opened its doors in 
1962 with John and Mary MacLennan running operations. The 
shop stayed in the family with siblings Robert, Ronald, Barry 
and Anne overseeing the business.

In an announcement from Howie Pruden, Ideal’s vice 
president and general manager, he noted that “the siblings are 
quick to credit the success of the business to the great staff they 
have at the store now and have had over the years.”
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NEWS

FMSI ACQUIRES SOME 
EDELMANN ASSETS
PLEWS & EDLEMANN SOLD its brass and brake assets 
to Ontario-based FMSI Automotive Hardware.

In an announcement, FMSI said the acquisition will 
complement its existing business.

FMSI manufactures brake, fuel, transmission, AC and 
coolant repair lines and fittings. By adding Edelmann 
fittings and brake lines, FMSI said it will be an industry 
leader in providing quality fittings and fluid-carrying 
lines.

The company has been around for 30 years, 
headquartered in Burlington and serves all of Canada, 
the U.S. and South America, in addition to Australia and 
New Zealand.

“The addition of Edelmann Brass & Brake, combined 
with FMSI established programs, continues our 
commitment to serve all channels of distribution with a 
comprehensive range of the highest quality products and 
problem-solving offerings to the automotive aftermarket,” 
said David Greenwood, FMSI president and founder.

LITENS ACQUIREES DOLZ
TORONTO-BASED LITENS AUTOMOTIVE GROUP 
announced it has acquired a controlling interest in 
Spain-based Industrias Dolz SA.

Litens is a global automotive supplier of powertrain 
system engineering and component supply. Dolz 
manufactures and distributes automotive water pumps 
and other powertrain products.

Though now under the Litens umbrella, Dolz will 
operate as a separate business. Chief executive officer 
Jesus Dolz will continue to lead the company.

SUPPLIER 
ASSOCIATION 
RESTRUCTURES, 
REBRANDS
THE MOTOR & EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS 
ASSOCIATION announced a new structure and brand 
that will see three groups come together as one to focus 
on aftermarket priorities together.

What was formerly the Automotive Aftermarket 

Suppliers Association (AASA) has merged with its sister groups 
under MEMA — Heavy Duty Manufacturers Association (HDMA) 
and Motor & Equipment Remanufacturers Association — to form 
MEMA Aftermarket Suppliers.

A second group has also been formed to align with the original 
equipment industry — MEMA Original Equipment Suppliers, which 
will be made up of Original Equipment Suppliers Association and 
OE members of the HDMA.

What this will see is rather than four membership associations 
under the MEMA umbrella, there will now be two. Those with 
similar interests, such as the aftermarket, will work together under 
one name.

“The future clearly will look differently and MEMA must 
embrace that change much as most of our members have gone 
through this similar transformation to position their businesses for 
the future,” said Bill Long, president and CEO of MEMA.

A number of shared challenges among members pushed the 
organization to find a way to simply, he added, such as black swan 
events, “unprecedented” uncertainty, the advancement of new 
vehicle technology, sustainability, talent shortages, regulatory and 
legislative landscapes, electric vehicles and supply chain disruption. 

Under the aftermarket group, Paul McCarthy will serve as 
president and chief executive officer.

“The biggest change may be the simplification,” McCarthy said 
during a press conference announcing MEMA’s new brand and 
structure. “It’s now easier and simpler to access all of the value 
created by MEMA.”

SOARING SALES FOR ZEVS
ZERO-EMISSION VEHICLE REGISTRATIONS “picked up 
dramatically” in the third quarter of 2022, according to the latest figures.

S&P Global Mobility released third-quarter numbers in November 
and the stats show Canadians are registering ZEVs at a quickening pace 
— be it plug-ins, hybrids or battery electric vehicles.

Overall, ZEV volume is up 39 per cent compared to the same time 
last year. Battery electrics alone are up 56 per cent in volume. Battery 
electrics finished 2022 with a 6.5 adoption rate of new light vehicle 
registrations.

The new data show ZEVs account for one out of every 12 new 
vehicles registered in Canada. Furthermore, ZEV market share 
increased to 8.4 per cent for 2022, up from 5.3 per cent.

British Columbia continued to lead the country when it came to 
the highest rate of electrification adoption. Battery electrics accounted 
for 14 per cent of all new registrations. Quebec led the way in volume 
with 35 per cent overall.

The expected surge in electric penetration, meanwhile, has one group 
urging the aftermarket to prepare. DesRosiers Automotive Consultants 
said its forecasts show that BEVs specifically will make up almost 8 per 
cent of vehicles in operation by 2030. Not only is that a “significant 
portion,” the consultancy noted that the aftermarket will be feeling the 
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Intelligent repair solutions 
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impact by then.
“The presence of BEVs on Canadian roads has been increasing 

steadily but in a highly localized manner,” said Andrew King, 
managing partner at DesRosiers. “Given increased vehicle 
longevity and the continued dominant sales of ICE in many 
provinces progress will be slow in terms of the VIO profile, but it 
is important that the aftermarket start transitioning immediately 
to meet the future needs of consumers.”

B.C. OUTLINES 
CERTIFICATION PLANS
BRITISH COLUMBIA OUTLINED IT PLANS to move forward 
on certification with a multi-phase approach that will give 
those in the automotive industry the most time to get 
certified.

SkilledTradesBC will formally recognize the skills of trades 
workers, help them get standardized training, earn higher 
wages and better navigate through the industry’s evolving 
needs.

In all, 10 trades will be designated for skilled trades 
certification. The first seven will focus on the electrical and 
mechanical trades — ranging from commercial electrician 
to sheet metal worker — while phase two will focus on 
automotive.

Uncertified trade workers in phase one will be required to 
register as an apprentice or pass a certification exam before 
December 1, 2023.

The three automotive trades — heavy-duty equipment 
technician, automotive service technician and auto body and 
collision technician — will require certification in 2024 under 
phase two of the plan. No hard deadline has been set yet but 
tradespeople will have one year to make the transition once 
announced.

AT LEAST 6 YEARS UNTIL 
USED MARKET REBOUNDS
NEW VEHICLE SALES ARE at levels not seen in years. Used 
vehicle inventories are so low that values of what’s out there 
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“YOU NEED IT, WE’VE GOT IT”.
THAT’S NAPA KNOW-HOW.

Over 500,000 vehicle parts and products in inventory, all ready 
for delivery: that’s over 500,000 good reasons to make us your 
number one partner.  napacanada.com

have hit historically high levels.
And that’s all good news for the automotive aftermarket 

as it could stand to benefit as consumers will opt to maintain 
and repair their current vehicle rather than replace it.

Automakers are struggling to replenish inventory as 
shortages of semiconductors plague production. They’re 
putting whatever semiconductors they have into higher-end 
vehicles. There’s little relief in sight.

“Right now, supply is going to get worse before it gets 
any better,” said Daniel Ross, senior automotive analyst at 
Canadian Black Book.

“New volume and production for the last two, two-and-a-
half years have been suppressed,” he added during TalkAuto, 
hosted by Canadian Black Book in November in Vaughan, 
Ontario. “And it’s been very low. And we’re all suffering from 
low inventory, ultimately, across the board.”

This means that the supply of used vehicles will be 
constrained even longer. Without a sudden replenishment of 
new vehicles, consumers will have fewer less expensive used 
options.

“So what we’re going to see is, used vehicle supply is 
going to stay suppressed, it’s going to stay low,” he observed. 
“Without that gateway from new cars, inventory is not really 
going to start replenishing until about the 2028 timeframe.”

CANADA SPEEDS UP EV 
TRANSITION
NEW REGULATIONS PROPOSED towards the end of last 
year mean that on-in-five of all passenger vehicles sold in Canada 
need to be electric by 2026.

Environment Minister Steven Guilbeault announced the 
proposal Dec. 21. Furthermore, the mandate will hit 60 per cent 
by 2030 — up from initial expectations of half. Five years later, all 
passenger vehicles sold in Canada must be electric.

Manufacturers or importers that don’t meet the baseline could 
see a phased-in penalty system under the Canadian Environmental 
Protection Act.

WIRELESS ROAD 
CHARGING BEING TESTED
SOME STATES SOUTH of the border are exploring the 
possibility of charging electric vehicles wirelessly as they drive 
across roads.

Michigan’s Department of Transportation is planning to embed 
technology in the pavement of two stretches of road that can 

NEWS
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NAMES IN THE NEWS

Kevin Judge retired at the end of 2022, ending a decades-
long career in the automotive aftermarket. He was most 
recently brand ambassador for the NTN’s automotive 
aftermarket business.

Uli Weller will become a second managing director of Liqui 
Moly, alongside Günter Hiermaier. He will also continue in 
his long-standing role as commercial director.

Howard Laster retired at the end of 2022. He was the head 
of Continental’s automotive aftermarket business in North 
America. He had been with Continental for the last 27 years.

CRP Automotive named Christian Eichstaedt as director of 
innovation for its automotive business. He was most recently 
North American director of aftermarket sales for Bilstein.

CRC Industries appointed Len Mazzanti as chief executive 
officer. He succeeds Perry Cozzone, who served as CEO 
from 2018 until his retirement at the end of 2022. 

Liz Goad has been promoted to director of events at 
MEMA. She was most recently senior director of events and 
meetings for MEMA’s light vehicle aftermarket division.

Homer Hogg, vice president of truck service at 
TravelCenters of America, is the 2023 National Institute 
for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) chair.

Maggy Michaud has been named general manager of Léo 
Harley-Davidson. She has been with the company, located 
on the South Shore of Montreal in Brossard, for 15 years.

charge EVs as they drive across.
The agency said the wireless system will be a test of 

what is inductive charging on public roadways in the 
U.S.

Officials from Florida, Indiana, Pennsylvania and 
Utah have noted plans to test inductive charging on 
public roads in the next few years.

This type of technology exists in other settings, 
notably wireless smartphone charging. According to 
Pew, coils embedded in the pavement would transfer 
magnetic energy to a receiver mounted under an EV to 
wirelessly charge its battery.

The end goal would see these wireless systems reduce 
the time needed to charge EVs — and require drivers 
to stop to charge less often. It would reduce so-called 
range anxiety and require less stress on electric grids by 
avoiding the need for vehicle and fleet owners to plug 
their cars into a charger at around the same time when 
they get home from work or at the end of a shift.

For freight vehicles, they could use smaller, less 
expensive batteries since they would be regularly 
charging while on charging-equipped roads. It can cost 
US$150,000 to put EV batteries into each long-haul 
electric semi. Smaller batteries, meanwhile, would cost 
only about US$15,000.

Through an app on their phone or the vehicle’s 
control system, drivers would accept a charge from the 
technology, Pew explained. Same as they would through 
a public EV station, they would pay for the amount of 
electricity used.

MOST CANADIANS 
WANT AN EV
MORE THAN HALF of Canadians told a recent survey 
that they would prefer to drive an electric vehicle over 
an internal combustion engine vehicle.

Financial comparison website Compare the Market 
surveyed Canadians, Australians and Americans about 
vehicle preferences. The majority (51.4 per cent) said 
they want an EV while a third (34.1 per cent) wanted a 
traditional gas-powered vehicle. The remaining 14.5 per 
cent had no preference.

While these findings are in line with Australians’ 
feelings, it’s the inverse from our neighbours to the 
south. Most Americans prefer an ICE vehicle (53 per 
cent) and a third (34 per cent) want an EV, with 13 per 
cent saying they have no preference.

For Canadians, the main roadblock to buying an EV 
was due to purchase price (60.5 per cent). Battery life/
replacement costs were second (57.6 per cent) while 
driving range (49.2 per cent) rounded out the top three.

NO VANCOUVER AUTO SHOW
THE NEW CAR DEALERS Association of BC (NCDA) cancelled this 
year’s edition of the Vancouver International Auto Show.

It was set to run March 22-26 at the Vancouver Convention Centre 
West.

Organizers said the “difficult decision” was made due to continuing 
challenges in the supply chain that are plaguing the automotive 
industry. 

Ford had already announced it wouldn’t participate in any Canadian 
automotive show, saying it is looking for new ways to connect with 
consumers following its investments in electrification.

The Montreal Auto Show (Jan. 20-29) and Toronto’s  Canadian 
International Auto Show (Feb. 17-26) were still scheduled to run as 
planned as of press time.
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The Young Professionals in the Aftermarket hosted its annual Holiday 
Networking Reception at the Brickworks Ciderhouse in downtown 
Toronto. Canadian automotive aftermarket professionals from coast to 
coast were in attendance. Attendees got to mix and mingle while enjoying a 
wide array of snacks and hors d’oeuvres, sharing drinks and enjoying being 
together in person once again. Some met their peers for the first time as the 
reception was cancelled for two years due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

YPA Holiday  
Networking Reception
Dec. 1, 2022
Toronto, Ontario

See the event  
reel on Instagram
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By The Numbers Stats that put the North American automotive 
aftermarket into perspective

Year-to-date the increase in sales for automotive parts, 
accessories, and tire stores as of Q3 2022.

DesRosiers Automotive Consultants

10.8% 82%

$37.8 billion

4,117
1.49

Car shoppers found it easy to 
purchase a vehicle from a 

dealership in November, a drop 
from October (84%). But more 

(71% to 68%) said it was easy to 
find the vehicle they hoped to 

purchase.

CDK Global

The value of the Canadian automotive aftermarket 
sector is on the rebound following the pandemic. 
It sat at $35.4 billion in 2020 after reaching a 

high of $39.7 billion in 2019.

Automotive Industries Association of Canada

The number of new vehicle 
registrations that were 
zero-emissions vehicles in the 
first half of 2022, which was 
well above the 5.2% that 
were registered in 2021.

DesRosiers Automotive Consultants

US$34,600
The average price of a Chevrolet Silverado jumped more than 
22% in 2022, the highest among the top 10 most popular vehicles 
sold in the U.S.

BestBrokers

New vehicle sales finished 
2022 at a low that hadn’t 

been seen since 2009. 
Despite a promising start to 
the year, supply challenges 

slowed sales down.

DesRosiers Automotive Consultants

Model year 2016-2021 
Honda CR-V had the most 

number of thefts in Canada. 
With 236,555 insured 

vehicles, 1.7% of all CR-Vs 
were stolen.

Équité Association

2.9
Average number of service visits 

for electric vehicles has 
outpaced service visits of internal 

combustion engine vehicles in 
the last 12 months. ICE vehicles 

averaged 2.3 visits.

North American Dealers Association

6.1%
Used vehicles are expected to 
see the lowest mark for 
depreciation in 2022, not 
including last year when used 
vehicles appreciated 19%.

Canadian Black Book and Fitch Ratings

7.2%

million
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By Kumar Saha

BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE

By now, forecasters have come to terms with the fact 
that nobody could have foreseen 2020. The pandemic 
disrupted every reliable statistic, leaving experts with 
nothing more than economic fairy dust to bring make 

sense out of policy and bring the year into control. 
But, going into our current year, we have all the indicative 

data to assess outcomes. Persistent inflation, rising interest 
rates, manufacturing backlog, slowing GDP — flashing signs all 
around. Easy peasy right? Not so fast.

In reality, there is little agreement on anything except for the 
fact that we may be heading into a recession. We can’t even tell 
at this point if the contraction will be mild or severe.  

In a recent CBC article, BMO’s chief economist Douglas 
Porter summed up this predictive dilemma for the current 
year, calling 2023 “a very odd cycle.” The same article 

acknowledged that “the economy is awash in contradiction and 
the data are quite noisy.”

Automotive indicators from last year provide a perfect example 
of these inconsistencies. New car sales volume was down in 2022. 
DesRosiers Automotive Consultants estimates there were 1.49 
million cars sold in 2022 — a decline of about 9 per cent from 
2021, and the lowest numbers since 2009. But dealer revenue and 
profits were up, driven by higher margins per car and part sales. 
Some automakers even reported record incomes in some quarters. 

Aftermarket part sales fared even better. Monthly year-
over-year revenue results (released by Statistics Canada, up 
to October 2022; annual results not available as of writing) 
from Canadian automotive parts, tires and accessories stores 
show consistent double-digit growth between 2021 and 2022. 
Yes, part prices went up dramatically in 2022 on the back of 
inflation but the YoY increases were significantly higher — 
indicating either more volume or profit. 

Will these opposing trends continue into 2023? Will the 
Canadian automotive industry — specifically the aftermarket 

SURPRISES GALORE IN

HOW DO YOU PREDICT A YEAR LIKE 2023?
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Kumar Saha
is Toronto-based vice president (U.S.)/Managing Director (Canada) of global 
automotive data firm Eucon. He has been advising the North American 
automotive industry for over a decade and is a frequent conference speaker 
and media commentator.

— continue to make money, despite the increasingly shaky 
fundamentals? Or will this be a year of pervasive reckoning?

Here are my thoughts on how the aftermarket may shape up 
this year.

Aftermarket growth will slow down 
This may sound like bad news, but it isn’t when you put it in 

context. We do not have full 2022 numbers yet (as of writing), but 
10-month results from auto parts retailers suggest that annual growth 
was between 10 and 12 per cent. This was another year of high 
growth, coming out of the lows of 2020. A three-peat is unlikely. 

Recent economic data point to a slowing economy as high 
interest rates start to weigh down on consumer spending. It 

SURPRISES GALORE IN

will have some impact on discretionary repairs. Inflation will 
also likely normalize to around four to five per cent, which 
will dampen the pace of price hikes. Both these factors will 
impact aftermarket revenue. 

On the flip side, new car sales will remain depressed on the 
back of supply issues and soaring prices, despite far more stable 
inventory. Even used car sales are expected to flounder in 2023, 
despite falling prices. Less vehicles added in a recessionary 
environment is typically compounded by unemployment and low 
vehicle usage. That will not be the case this year. 

Despite the tech layoffs and tightening real estate, job vacancies 
remain high – hovering around the million mark, according to 
Statistics Canada. People may not be commuting as much but U.S. 
data (in absence of Canadian numbers) from 2022 indicate that 
annual kilometres are growing at a healthy pace. All these factors 
imply that the car parc will continue to age and operate normally, 
and will need repair and maintenance services, leading to steady 
demand for auto shop services. 

Based on these counter-indications, I expect the Canadian 
aftermarket to grow at about six to seven per cent in 2023. 

Operating costs will continue to rise
Both wages and labour shortages have continued to intensify 

since the pandemic. The projected recession may seem like a relief 
to businesses — at least from the perspective of labour availability 
— but operators may be in for more rude surprises. 

Industries, such as the aftermarket, with a high rate of hourly 
wage workers will continue to face hiring challenges. Deep-
pocketed businesses will outcompete smaller ones with more 
attractive salaries and benefits. Compound that with higher 
operating costs, thanks to current interest rates and prohibitive cost 
of goods, and you get a looming profit killer.   

Competition will intensify 
This may seem like a cliché but hear me out. In a 

tight market, companies bring out the usual playbook — 
promotions, price wars etc. We saw truly little of that in the 
last couple of years, but with supplies and costs stabilizing, we 
will inch closer to normalcy. If demand drops dramatically, we 
might even see some rollbacks and heavy discounting in the 
latter half of the year. 

But the competitive arsenal will be different in 2023 — a trend 
that will only intensify in the next few years. What will separate 
winners from losers this year will be the speed and agility of 
market action. The pandemic and supply chain crisis fast-tracked 
aftermarket suppliers, distributors, and retailers into digitization. 

Competitors who are consistently ahead in this market are 
leveraging e-commerce, data, and automation to their advantage. 
They are getting faster and nimbler with their product, pricing, and 
placement strategies to take more targeted and frequent actions. As 
markets tighten, these recent investments will continue to broaden 
the gap between more traditionally inclined businesses in 2023 and 
beyond.

In reality, there is little agreement on anything except for the 
fact that we may be heading into a recession.”



By Adam Malik

There is more optimism going into 2023. The industry certainly expects 
good things but that doesn’t mean there are challenges to keep an eye on

Jobber and Supplier
Executive Outlook
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WHEN YOU START TO THINK about the opportunities for the 
automotive aftermarket in 2023, the list feels like it won’t end. 

There are a few big ones, mostly driven by challenges elsewhere. Perhaps 
at the top of the list is the issue around new vehicle supply that automakers 
and dealerships are facing. Canada sold fewer than 1.5 million new 
vehicles last year, the lowest since the Great Recession-forced slowdown in 
2009, reported DesRosiers Automotive Consultants.

Though improvement is expected throughout the year, it won’t be a 
‘normal’ year for some time. And that doesn’t even take into account the 
massive spike in new car prices, now at about $45,000 in Canada. 

The used side of things isn’t any better. A customer looking there for 
a vehicle is going to pay about 57 per cent more than they would have 
in the summer of 2020, according to Canadian Black Book. Of course, 
similar to the new side of things, that’s assuming you can find a used 
vehicle on the lot.

Interest rates are on the rise, making vehicle financing tougher to obtain 
for some Canadians. That only raises the purchase price for consumers.

But for those in the aftermarket, these are all signs pointing to positive 
things going forward.

A lack of new vehicles means fewer low-age vehicles are being put on the 
road. Customers turning to the used market for price relief means more 
older cars are sticking around. And if consumers find either option too 
expensive, they’re hanging on to their even older vehicle — and coming to 
the automotive aftermarket to keep it running.

And there are some more underlying good signs. For example, the 
‘vehicles in operation’ number is growing despite the fact that fewer new 
vehicles are being sold. In Canada, AIA Canada’s latest Outlook Study 
forecasted 26.6 million VIO in 2022. That number is expected to reach 
29.6 million in 2028.

How? Scrappage rates are low — a larger signal that people are keeping 
their vehicles instead of dumping them for a new one. 

In turn, the aftermarket sweet spot will remain strong. In fact, the 
window of the sweet spot will probably grow as older vehicles stick 
around longer. 

“We're starting to reap the rewards of all those vehicles coming into the 
aftermarket sweet spot,” Todd Campau, automotive aftermarket practice 
lead at S&P Global Mobility, said at AAPEX 2022. “I think the sweet spot 
for us and the really old vehicles are going to be a great opportunity for the 
aftermarket for at least the next five years.”

He figures average age could grow to 14 years, especially with the trend 
to pickups and SUVs, vehicles that last longer than smaller passenger cars.

But being in a position to tackle these opportunities may be the biggest 
challenge facing the aftermarket. Specifically, getting the talent to respond 
to demand, keeping up with training and getting the parts.

Shops are facing challenges with technicians. The supply side is facing 
similar problems. Whether it’s getting people who can answer phones at 
the nearby jobber store, getting qualified people to work in a supplier’s 
warehouse to process orders, this might be the biggest challenge ahead for 
the industry. 

In light of the challenges, opportunities and changes ahead, we asked to 
those who know the industry best to offer their thoughts.

Leaders and executives from the supply chain down to jobber stores 
were asked to share how they see the next 12 months changing, what 
improvements they see taking place, the challenges ahead and the 
opportunities that await in 2023. 

In alphabetical order, here’s what they told us…
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THE RIGHT TO REPAIR movement will continue to be important in 2023. With higher 
interest rates, people will be reluctant to replace their vehicles. 

This is good news for the auto care industry. Canadians will be turning to the 
aftermarket to maintain those vehicles longer. But if carmakers throw up roadblocks that 
keep consumers from choosing what shop they can use — dictating how much it will 
cost —Canadians are going to feel squeezed from both sides. And I think they are going 
to realize how important right to repair is when it comes to their vehicles.   

Labour shortage is an ongoing concern throughout the auto care supply chain. 
The lack of certified auto care technicians is going to affect jobbers and suppliers. 
When shops have to limit how much work they do because they do not have enough 
technicians, it puts a limit on the number of parts manufactured and sold. It affects 
everyone. 

The industry can’t miss getting in on the ground floor with EVs. There are still not 
many shops dedicated to EV repair and maintenance, but the market is growing. Parts 
manufacturers/suppliers need to jump on the right to repair movement. ASPs need 
increased access to data produced by EV components in order to safely repair vehicles. 
Supporting independent repair shops is vital to the survival of the auto care supply 
chain.

J.F. Champagne
PRESIDENT  |  AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION OF CANADA

And I think they are going 
to realize how important 
right to repair is when it 
comes to their vehicles.”

OVER THE PAST FEW YEARS, it feels like change has accelerated. Change feels 
normal. There will be challenges this year. At our level, there is only so much we can 
control and prepare for. I have trust in our partners that they’ve forecasted and are 
implementing plans to set us up to succeed. Some change can be positive, too. For 
example, communication has changed a lot in the last few years. I feel like I am talking 
more efficiently with reps through text and quick phone calls.

A challenge will be trusted and experienced people continuing to retire. We need to 
find someone who is a fit to take over those positions. We’ve had staff take personality 
profile tests to see if they’d be happy with that job description. For example, someone 
with an “accountants” personality (i.e., loves detail) may excel at an inventory 
manager’s position but may never enjoy a more social job like outside sales.

That’s why developing bench strength is so important; having people ready to move 
into open positions. But experience takes time. Provide tools, resources, support, and a 
culture where everyone can improve through having experiences. Take the time to walk 
someone through a task start to finish. Explain why each step matters. Let them ask 
questions and take notes. Have them repeat it. One of our core values is mistakes can be 
lessons because that is the culture I want. The understanding is everyone is constantly 
learning and improving.

Sean Fortin
JOBBER OF THE YEAR  |  FORTIN’S SUPPLY

That’s why developing 
bench strength is so 
important; having people 
ready to move into open 
positions. But experience 
takes time.”

2023 OUTLOOK
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IN 2023, AUTOMAKERS will continue struggling to replenish new car inventory, 
leaving many consumers with no choice but to maintain and repair their vehicles. This is 
good news for aftermarket.

In my opinion, there are two primary concerns for the aftermarket. One, EV 
registrations will continue to rise. The aftermarket will be challenged to provide required 
parts in a timely fashion. While EV part demand will grow considerably, it will be 
much less compared to ICE. Regardless, distribution networks slow to market EV parts 
will lose technician support if forced to OEM supply. It’s critical that Canadian WDs 
align themselves with aftermarket suppliers that have appropriate product offerings and 
training to support demand. 

Two, inflation in Canada has risen significantly. This translates to less discretionary 
income for Canadians, which could see them delay vehicle maintenance. Aftermarket 
distribution networks will need to ensure they remain competitive (i.e., strong value 
offerings and overall competitive prices) as they market aftermarket parts to consumers. 

Not surprisingly, inventory availability will be as important as ever. Those with the 
parts that match market demand will win and win big. Inventory management for 
manufacturers, WDs and jobbers is more important than ever. The right part, at the 
right time, at the right price will continue to lead to success.

E-commerce activity certainly has gained popularity in recent years in the 
aftermarket. Its growth has incredibly accelerated in the wake of the pandemic. 
Distributors that fine-tune and/or invest in various e-commerce sales strategies, will 
certainly be positioned well for substantial incremental growth.

Bill Hay
PRESIDENT, COO  |  BESTBUY DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED

It’s critical that Canadian  
WDs align themselves with 
aftermarket suppliers that 
have appropriate product 
offerings and training to 
support demand.”

THIS SHOULD BE ANOTHER DYNAMIC year in the automotive aftermarket. Many 
of the underlying fundamentals remain strong — increasing miles driven, average 
vehicle age and vehicle population — pointing to continued demand for repair parts and 
services. 

One important change compared to 2022 will be the high rate of borrowing. This has 
increased the cost of maintaining inventory to service customers as well as the financial 
expense associated with extended payment terms. This is changing the way suppliers 
evaluate aftermarket business opportunities.

Fiscal policy required to curb inflation could push the economy into recession. New 
vehicle sales are likely to be more impacted than repair parts and services. Vehicle 
owners may choose to repair instead of replace. In 2022, this behaviour played out in the 
absence of new vehicles due to chip shortages. If a recession hits in 2023, it may be due 
to economic necessity. If forced to tighten their belts, vehicle owners will also extend and 
defer maintenance, tempering demand. Suppliers able to provide cost-effective options to 
jobbers and resellers are better poised to support downstream users during a recession.

There are many new opportunities developing in the aftermarket. Although EV garners 
much of the media and strategic attention, demand for ICE vehicle parts and services will 
remain strong in 2023 and beyond. Suppliers can't abandon their focus on the conventional 
car parc. Product development and marketing resources should be maintained in support 
of this important market segment and our downstream customers.

Josh Gordon
PRESIDENT, CEO  |   SPECTRA PREMIUM MOBILITY SOLUTIONS

One important change 
compared to 2022 
will be the high rate of 
borrowing.  
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IN 2023, THE AFTERMARKET will be in for another challenging, yet exciting year. 
Although the global supply chain isn’t perfect, it’s getting better. The fact that it’s getting 
better will allow for a better experience right through the value chain. 

Inflation and interest rates will continue to put pressure on our consumer’s disposable 
income. That potentially could have a trickle-down impact on areas like miles driven. 
But it could also encourage drivers to keep their vehicles maintained and in good repair 
longer. We will all need to stay sharp, be agile and ready to adjust to customer and 
consumer needs. 

I believe that we will continue to see a war for talent. It’s a universal challenge — 
whether it be suppliers, jobbers or ASPs, we will need to continue to work hard on 
attracting, developing and retaining the best team members in the industry. The best 
people deliver the best customer experience which translates into the best results. 
Finding those people and making sure they’re engaged is going to be a critical challenge 
everyone will face.

Electric vehicles are coming, and they are coming fast. Government regulations 
will make it more appealing for consumers to consider a switch. Although EVs won’t 
dominate the aftermarket for some time, they will be an important supplement to all in 
the industry. Getting properly trained and educated in EVs will prove advantageous in 
the very near future.

Roy Moussa
VP, WESTERN CANADA & NATIONAL MAJOR ACCOUNTS  |  NAPA AUTO PARTS

We  will all need to stay 
sharp, be agile and ready 
to adjust to customer and 
consumer needs.”

I THINK THE AUTOMOTIVE AFTERMARKET will continue to experience strong 
growth in 2023 (similar to 2022). Given the rate of inflation over the last year, customers 
will continue to look at fixing their existing vehicle versus the costs of buying a new 
vehicle. I think that parts availability will be greatly improved versus 2022 so companies 
will need to be more data-driven when it comes to pricing models for various customer 
types. 

The biggest challenge for success in 2023, whether for a jobber or supplier, will 
be their ability to attract and retain quality staff. Companies will need to improve 
their training programs for staff and customers. It will become more important for 
companies to create partnerships with learning institutions to ensure they have a 
pipeline of new talent. Companies will need to look for efficiencies in operations that 
will reduce operational burdens on existing employees. 

I think companies will need to invest in improved inventory positions in 2023 given 
that the market will be more competitive as supply chain issues normalize in 2023. As 
such, companies will not only need to invest in the right inventory, but they will also 
need to invest in lifecycle management data, systems and processes that will help to 
ensure they can manage the inventory in a profitable way. 

Sean Stokes
VP OF AUTO PARTS, GM  |  PARTSOURCE

The biggest challenge for 
success in 2023, whether 
for a jobber or supplier, will 
be their ability to attract 
and retain quality staff. ”

2023 OUTLOOK
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THOSE WORKING IN THE AUTOMOTIVE aftermarket will be very fortunate over the 
next 12 months. The supply chain is improving. They're much better now than they were 
12 months ago. Everybody can have strong inventories. Availability is going to be better. 
The parts are getting there. Fill rates are starting to get better.

With new vehicle supply still struggling, I think the aftermarket is going to benefit 
from that. People are going to keep their cars longer — even if they're leasing, they're 
going to lease for longer terms, just because they can't get anything new. So anything 
that stays longer on the roads, it's going to benefit the aftermarket.

The biggest challenge we're going to face is the workforce — finding qualified 
people for our businesses, from counterpeople to warehouse people to operations and 
everywhere else. The industry is struggling to find staff. And it’s the same on the repair 
side; finding qualified technicians. We're having trouble answering the phones because 
we're having trouble finding staffing and they're having trouble finding qualified people.

Make sure that your staff is happy. Make sure that you stay engaged with them. 
Understand their needs; understand their wants. They’re the ones who will see your 
business prosper. And for anybody that has feet on the streets, those relationships 
matter. You can have all the knowledge you want, all the parts you want but 
relationships win all businesses.

Pino Vocaturo
VP, GM, MASLACK OPERATIONS  |  MASLACK SUPPLY/UNI-SELECT

Everybody can have strong 
inventories. Availability is 
going to be better. The parts 
are getting there. Fill rates 
are starting to get better.” 

I WOULD EXPECT SUPPLY CHAIN recovery to continue, strong demand from DIY 
and DIFM segments and increased online shopping for both information gathering 
and actual parts purchase. The automotive aftermarket is counter-cyclical; if inflation 
continues, or at worst a recession, I expect consumers to fix or better maintain their 
current vehicles rather than replace. Even if the market remains stable at the current 
level, I expect sensible consumers won’t want to pay high prices, plus a higher interest 
rate. So they see the value of repair and maintenance.

From my perspective, it’s all about the data. More robust application and fitment, clear 
and concise descriptions, accurate and high-resolution images, etc. Then this data will 
need to be brought to market as quickly as possible to support growing model launches 
from carmakers. The challenge will be in the suppliers’ available resources to develop 
and enhance their catalogue information as budgets could be strained.

E-commerce will be an opportunity. While some consumers will return to brick-
and-mortar, e-commerce sales will continue to soar. Accurate and timely data will be a 
key to success. Also, the return of trade shows; Automechanika and AAPEX were well 
attended in 2022. With many staff working remotely, tradeshows are a great way to make 
quality in-person contacts. Travel is an expensive endeavour, so trade shows are efficient 
as supplier teams can meet with customers, vendors, business partners, and industry 
associations, and do competitor reconnaissance all in one location.
.

David H. Williams
CEO  |   OPTICAT / JNP SOFT

While some consumers 
will return to brick-and-
mortar, e-commerce sales 
will continue to soar. 
Accurate and timely data 
will be a key to success.”
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SUPPLY CHAIN CORRECTION will continue from last year. While ocean ports 
and shipping have somewhat stabilized, there are still unique global issues affecting 
manufacturing. There is some artificial demand in the market that the industry will 
have a tough time adjusting to. Many lines have experienced growth from competitor 
shortages. This spike in volume can’t be sustained when the market corrects. Warehouse 
distributors and jobbers have the challenge of navigating and adjusting for real growth 
versus perceived growth.  

With rapidly increased interest rates, accounts receivable will have to be monitored 
diligently. The cost of business loans is up substantially. Any businesses with large debt 
ratios will experience cash flow issues. Add to that the fact that Canada Emergency 
Business Account loans (totalling $49.2 billion) from COVID are due in December. 
While this date was extended, we must be cognizant that many small businesses will feel 
pressure to repay the minimum amount to receive their federal loan forgiveness. 

There is still an anomaly in the used/new car market which has shot the price of 
used vehicles up. The aftermarket can take advantage of repairs in the used car market. 
Maintenance makes more economical sense for the consumer as the price of these assets 
soar and the supply of new vehicle alternatives is limited. 

Zara Wishloff
PRESIDENT, CEO  |  AUTOMOTIVE PARTS DISTRIBUTORS

Warehouse distributors 
and jobbers have the 
challenge of navigating 
and adjusting for 
real growth versus 
perceived growth.”

I SEE OPPORTUNITY for growth in the aftermarket, as new car sales continue to be 
on the lower side due to the manufacturing slowdowns caused by chip shortages. Wait 
times on new vehicles ordered by consumers are stretching months and even up to a 
year. Given these challenges, consumers are choosing to repair their current vehicles 
instead of replacing them. We’re also seeing that existing vehicles are proving to be 
more reliable and longer lasting given regular service and maintenance, a plus for our 
industry. 

Employment shortages across North America in transportation, shipping, logistics 
distribution and manufacturing continue to challenge the aftermarket. Some of our 
suppliers — specifically, their manufacturing plants — have been challenged by the 
Russia-Ukraine crisis. However, our industry is incredibly resilient. That includes 
jobbers, manufacturers and OE suppliers. 

Going forward, do your best to keep your staff engaged, informed and motivated. 
As owners, managers or executives, we see the big picture of what is going on in the 
industry regarding supply chain and inflation. We can’t assume that everyone else 
does. The team members on the counter or the phone are your daily contact with your 
customers. They may see that a part is out of stock or a price has gone up, but if they 
can’t explain to your customer why, that’s a customer service lapse on our part
.

Jason Yurchak
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT  |  WORLDPAC CANADA

Employment shortages 
across North America in 
transportation, shipping, 
logistics distribution and 
manufacturing continue to 
challenge the aftermarket.”

2023 OUTLOOK



See the event  
reel on Instagram

On theRoad
Students from Georgian College’s Automotive Business School of 
Canada were able to engage with the automotive aftermarket during 
Student Aftermarket Day. It was hosted by the Young Professionals in 
the Aftermarket, a branch of the Automotive Industries Association of 
Canada. YPA chair Patrick Verriet and YPA Young Leader of the Year 
winner Shannon Spano spoke about their paths to the aftermarket. Other 
industry experts guided attendees through the workings of the industry 
and students were able to meet with company representatives.

Student Aftermarket Day
Nov. 16, 2022
Barrie, Ontario
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PROFILE

The Main family, from left, son Alex, father Geoff, mother Dawn, granddaughter Jayden and daughters Jessica and Megan is selling Sussex Auto 
Supplies, which had been in the family for 52 years, to NAPA.

FORMER JOBBER 
OF THE YEAR 
WINNER HANGS 
IT UP 
A FAMILY-RUN JOBBER STORE 
since 1970 has been sold to its corporate 
partner.

Sussex Auto Supplies in New 
Brunswick, a Jobber of the Year Award 
winner ,was sold to NAPA in December 
2022. It has been an affiliate NAPA store.

Now former owner Geoff Main spent 
40 years in the business and decided it 
was his time to go. With no viable option 
to keep it in the family, he began working 
on a deal with NAPA’s head office.

Charlie Main started the company. 
It was recognized with the Jobber of the 
Year Award in 2001. “When I started 
Sussex Auto Supplies in 1969, I had the 
idea that I’d be an absentee owner. It 
didn’t quite work out that way,” he told 
Jobber News.

Geoff, who took over the business in 
1996, continued his father’s model of 
“service is our motto” and had become 
well known to help any customer who 
walks through the doors. 

“He keeps business really good 
around here,” said his daughter Jessica, 
who is an executive officer at the store. 
“He's very good at digging. He doesn't 
like anyone to leave here without 
something. Anybody in town, if you 
ask them, they'll say, 'If you can't find 
it, Geoff can.' So he followed along with 
my grandfather's model of service is 
what matters. He's taken great pride in 
making sure he takes care of people.”

Geoff himself looks forward to putting 
the long days behind him. He was often at 
work at 4 a.m., not leaving until 6 p.m.

The day he spoke to Jobber News, 
he had made hydraulic hoses for a 
customer who suffered a breakdown in 
the woods earlier in the morning.

“I enjoy that part,” he said. “But 
when get home and away from all the 
stuff here, it’s also kind of nice.”

He preferred a quite exit on his last 
day. While he appreciated the well-
wishes and accolades from customers, 
all he needs to know is that people were 
happy with the service he gave them.

“People tell you [that] you do a good 
job, and your customers are loyal — that 
means you're doing something right,” 
he said. “That's enough for me. I don't I 

don't need any big parades or anything 
like that. It's easier to be humble and just 
know that you did a good job.”

As it has been, the store will still 
be a family affair. Geoff’s daughter 
Jessica will continue to work in the 
business. Her own daughter Jayden runs 
deliveries from the store. 

And while Jessica will miss seeing her 
dad at the store, she’ll be happy to see 
him, hopefully, take life a little easier 
now that he’s out of the business. 

“It'll be nice to see dad be able to 
retire and relax and all that type of 
stuff,” Jessica said. “He's done a lot for 
me and after 20-some years. It's really 
hard to let go for me. I'm having a hard 
time letting go.”

Geoff is walking away entirely from 
the business. Working long hours six 
days a week has left him wanting to 
spend more time with his grandkids, 
play hockey and find new adventures.

“I kind of hope to be able to get 
a little place maybe in the woods 
or something, go cut a tree down 
on Monday, maybe chop it up on 
Wednesday and trim it off on Friday,” 
he said. “Just something just to kind of 
kill some time.”
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CYLINDER HEAD REPAIR KIT
ProMaxx Tool’s new Cylinder Head 
Repair Kit allows technicians to rescue a 
botched repair where an attempt to drill 
out a broken exhaust manifold bolt has 
penetrated the cylinder head. After fully 
extracting the damaged bolt, a technician 
uses a machine-shop-grade tooling tap to prepare the hole. 
Then, the included new Blind ProSert, with a light coat of 
liquid thread lock, is inserted into the hole, completing a 
repair that will remain leak free. The Blind ProSert fits into any 
8-mm bolt hole, used by most automotive manufacturers. The 
Blind ProSerts have hardened steel and black-oxide-coated 
for corrosion resistance. They are available individually or in 
packs of three and six.
www.promaxxtool.com 

UNDERSEAT LOCKBOX
Tuffy Security Products has introduced 
the Underseat Lockbox for 2020-2022 Jeep 
Gladiator models. The out-of-sight lockable 
storage box (Model #387-01) provides 2,000 
cubic inches of storage volume discreetly under the rear seat 
without disturbing the OEM styling of the Gladiator. When the 
rear seats are lifted up, Gladiator owners can quickly access gear 
and valuables in the lockbox that are protected by dual locks. It 
features the company’s Pry-Guard Locking System and is made 
with two 10 tumbler double bitted security locks with built-in 
weather seals.
www.tuffyproducts.com 

LEVELING SUSPENSION
KW V3 Leveling suspension for Tesla 
Model Y and Tesla Model 3 provides better 
driving dynamics, handling and roll comfort 
combined with minimal lowering or optional 
ride height adjustment. This stainless steel 
suspension comes with individually adjustable compression and 
rebound damping. Users can choose between ‘comfort’ or ‘plus’ 
sporty ride setting. The standard ground clearance of the Teslas 
can be increased by 5 mm. Alternatively, a discreet, continuously 
variable lowering of zero to 20 mm is possible on both axles. The 
KW V3 Leveling suspensions are available for all Tesla Model 3 
and Tesla Model Y with all-wheel drive.
www.kwsuspensions.net 

FULL LINE FILTERS
Continental has added a new line 
of OE quality oil, fuel, air and cabin 
filters to its aftermarket products 
portfolio. The new line features a wide range of filtration 
products for applications on domestic and import cars, vans, 
SUVs and light trucks. Continental premium oil filters filter 
media available to ensure the best engine performance and 
minimum fuel consumption. Its air filters filter out impurities 
and dirt particles that can clog injectors, increase engine 

WHEEL BALANCER SOFTWARE UPDATE
A redesigned software interface for the John Bean 
B2000P Wheel Balancer provides users with enhanced 
performance and functionality. Enhancements include 
a automatic data entry feature that automatically detects 

all wheel dimensions, resulting in an automatic selection of the balancing mode, 
weight type and positions. With no manual data entry necessary, this time-saving 
feature will speed up the balancing cycle time while minimizing operational 
errors. It also features laser 3D surface mapping, which utilizes a high-resolution 
camera and laser-based technology to provide sidewall analysis, as well as depth, 
wear and tire surface abnormalities that are displayed in an easy-to-read format.
www.johnbean.com

SENSORS
Auto parts and accessories distributor Transit has 
introduced Mpulse sensors, its first product line in the 
automotive sensors market. It consists of 10 sensor 
categories and up to 2,300 product numbers. The 

sensors are made to meet or exceed the performance of original equipment to 
ensure their reliability, yield, and lifespan. They come with a three-year year or 
58,000 km warranty and sealed antistatic packaging that protects them from 
electrical charges and moisture during transport. 
www.mpulse-sensors.com

CHASSIS AND WHEEL SOLUTIONS
More than 100 new part numbers were recently released 
by Mevotech, covering a range of domestic and import 
passenger vehicles, pickup trucks, and SUVs up to model 

year 2022. Included in the release are upper and lower ball joints for 2020-2022 
Jeep Gladiators available in both the TTX and Supreme lines; Supreme front 
lower control arms for the 2017-2022 Cadillac XT5; Supreme front outer tie rod 
ends for the 2019-2022 Chevrolet Silverado and GMC Sierra 1500; and 27 repair 
solutions for wheel hubs, front and rear for 2018-2021 Chevrolet Traverse and 
2017-2021 GMC Acadia, front for 2015-2019 Ford Transit 350-HD and front for 
2018-2020 Lincoln Navigators and Ford Expeditions.
www.mevotech.com

VACUUM AND ACCESSORIES
Milwaukee Tools has introduced M18 Fuel 
wet/dry vacuums, along with accessories 
designed for jobsites. The wet/dry vacuums 

come in six-, nine- and 12-gallon dual battery options. These have been 
designed to outperform 3.5-4.25 peak HP corded wet/dry vacuums with 
durable wheels and hoses versatility. Tanks, carts and motor heads are 
interchangeable. There are 19 innovative Air-Tip Trade Focused Vacuum 
Accessories that are fully compatible with the vacuums. Innovation for the end 
of the hose for maximum efficiency throughout the workday. Options include a 
utility nozzle, palm brush, corner brush and dust collector.
www.milwaukeetool.com
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wear, and affect fuel consumption. The cabin filters feature a pollen and 
active carbon. Continental’s gasoline fuel filters are designed to retain 
impurities less than a micrometer and separate water from fuel to help 
prevent power loss and potential engine damage.
www.continentalaftermarket.com

HEAD PROTECTION
New additions are coming to the Milwaukee Tool 
Bolt collection of head protection solutions. Eye 
visors, polycarbonate face shields, metal mesh 
face shields and a USB headlamp are now being 
offered. The Bolt Eye Visors are classified as spectacles and can be used 
in place of safety glasses with a Z87.1+ rating. The Bolt Full Face Shields 
are designed for long-lasting visibility, featuring an ANSI Z87.1+ rating, a 
fog-free interior coating, and an anti-scratch exterior hard coating for an 
extended lifetime. The Bolt Mesh Full Face Shield protects users from debris 
in chipping and cutting applications with an ANSI Z87.1 rating that offers a 
consistent wide and clear field of view. The Bolt RedLithium USB headlamp 
is a dedicated lighting solution for Milwaukee hard hats and helmets. It 
features an ultra-thin light head and delivers 600 lumens of flood lighting. 
www.milwaukeetool.ca

FORD LIGHTNING COMPATIBLE 
LOCKS
Bolt Locks has introduced a new product line 
specifically for owners of the 2023 Ford F-150 
Lightning EV pickup. Its products allow various 
kinds of locks, including receiver, coupler pin, pad locks and more, to be 
permanently programmed to operate using the vehicle’s ignition key — 
this allows users to use one key to unlock everything. When the vehicle 
owner inserts their key for the first time into the lock cylinder, it will be 
coded and locked to that key. So rather than use multiple leys for multiple 
locks, Lighting drivers can use their ignition key to access other locks.
www.boltlock.com

FRICTION, ROTOR COVERAGE
CRP Automotive has launched a new transmission 
fluid for vehicles with ZF/Porsche Double Clutch 
Transmissions. The Pentosin FFL-8 Transmission 
Fluid is the only approved first-fill double clutch 
transmission fluid (DCTF) for the ZF/Porsche Double Clutch Transmission 
that utilize a wet clutch. It provides coverage for Porsche Panamera model 
years 2017 and up. The fluid is offered in 1-litre (P/N 1090107), 5-liter (P/N 
1090207), and 20-liter (P/N 1090208) sizes. Application coverage includes 
over 40,000 VIO in the United States and Canada.
www.centricparts.com

BRAKE LINE COVERAGE
First Brands Group announced the addition of 
82 new part numbers to its Raybestos brake line, 
covering friction, rotors and hydraulics. The 
new part numbers cover more than 25 million 
vehicles in operation. New brake pad coverage is 
now available for late-model domestic and foreign nameplate passenger 

and transport vehicles, including Ford Bronco, Escape, Maverick and 
Transit 150-350; Hyundai Palisade and Santa Fe; Kia Telluride; Lincoln 
Corsair; and Nissan Kicks and Versa. 
www.brakepartsinc.com

HIGH-SPEED RATCHETS
Milwaukee Tool has introduced the M12 Fuel 3/8” 
and 1/4" Extended Reach High Speed Ratchets. These 
solutions deliver access in tight spaces with fast 
ratcheting speeds and up to 35 ft-lbs of max torque. The 
extended neck design provides 20 per cent more reach 
for technicians than competitive ratchets. The compact head profile 
and recessed forward-reverse shift knob reduces the width, providing 
best in class access at 0.76”. With 450 RPM, these tools provide speeds 
up to 35 per cent faster than other cordless ratchets. The ratchets 
deliver the same torque as pneumatic solutions to break free and run 
stubborn fasteners.
www.milwaukeetool.ca

DOOR SYSTEMS PROGRAM 
EXPANSION
Continental has expanded its direct-fit 
replacement door systems program with new part 
numbers and increased application coverage.  The power window lifts 
assemblies feature long-life motors, gears, and robust housings to ensure 
an extended service life. Application coverage includes a wide range of 
imports and domestic cars, vans, SUVs, and light trucks from 1985-2022, 
plus cable-operated regulators for popular late model imports and SUVs. 
Continental’s door lock actuators work with vehicle doors, trunk lids, 
fuel doors, and lift gates.
www.continentalaftermarket.com

HAMMERS
Milwaukee Tool has introduced a new line 
of automotive hammers designed to provide 
maximum efficiency on the jobsite. Milwaukee’s 
Dead Blow Hammers provide maximum impact 
with minimal rebound when striking surfaces and feature a precision 
balanced design to deliver forceful blows with less effort. The Steel Ball 
Peen Hammer reduces vibration up to ten times. The peen end can 
shape, form, and spread metal, while the smooth face strikes punches 
and chisels. The Dead Blow Ball Peen Hammer combines two by 
allowing users to work in tighter areas where precision is needed with 
minimal rebound.
www.milwaukeetool.ca 

BRAKE PADS
NRS Brakes added 22 new part numbers for 2017-
2022 Tesla, Ford, GMC, Dodge, Mazda, Honda, 
Toyota, Nissan, Mitsubishi and Jeep vehicles. This 
announcement covers 10 million vehicles for its 
galvanized premium brake pads product line. Kits include abutment 
hardware and caliper piston cushions where applicable.
www.nrsbrakes.com

BAYWATCH
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BRAKE PAD LINE 
EXPANSION
Advics has expanded its brake 
pad product line with about 24 
million vehicles in operation added to its axle coverage. 
The necessary hardware for operation for 40 of the 44 
new brake pad part numbers added to the pad lineup 
are included. The remaining part numbers either do 
not require it, or the hardware is not available currently. 
These new part numbers provide coverage for a variety 
of makes, including GM, Ford, Lincoln, Mazda, Toyota, 
Lexus, Honda, Infiniti, Nissan, Hyundai and Kia.
www.advicsaftermarket.com

VISUALIZATION APP
U.K.-based creative agency 
Holdens has teamed up with 
vehicle testing equipment 
manufacturer VTEQ to create a 360-degree product 
visualisation app. The app is believed to be the first of its 
kind. It was launched at Automechanika Frankfurt. It 
allows every product in VTEQ’s range to be browsed in 
an immersive 360-degree environment. Customers can 
view it from all angles and interact with it. An exploded 
view option revealed the inside of the machine, showing 
all individual component parts. These can be clicked 
and highlighted to bring up even more detailed part 
information.
www.holdens.agency

BRONCO EXHAUST 
SYSTEM
Thermal R&D Exhaust 
Performance has added a complete 
2021 Ford Bronco cat-back exhaust 
system with optional exhaust tips to their catalogue. 
This bolt-on exhaust system is available with a simple 
mill-finished turn down rear-exit muffler as well as a 
ceramic-coated version. Similar options are available 
for the tips. The company is a manufacturer of 
handcrafted exhaust systems, mufflers, resonators and 
tips. Improved heat reduction comes with the ceramic-
coated muffler compared to the base model. Both are 
made with T304 stainless steel to avoid corrosion. 
Unique tip options and upgrades are also available. 
www.thermalrd.com

NECK LIGHT
Milwaukee Tool has expanded its RedLithium USB 
Lighting Solutions with the USB Neck Light. It provides 
premium lighting for inspection work and general tasks, 
providing durability and adaptability with complete light 
head adjustability. The light can be aimed in different 
directions with 90 degrees of vertical rotation. The light 
features three output modes and two and half hours 

of run-time on high (400 lumens). With a sweat-resistant band for 
increased comfort, it’s IP54 rated, designed to survive most chemicals 
found in automotive shops and impact resistant for drops up to six feet.
www.milwaukeetool.ca

AIR DOOR ACTUATOR KITS
Four Seasons has introduced a line of air door actuator kits. The 11 
popular application-specific kits cover more than 25 million vehicles 
on the road today. The kits reduce time and labour by combining 
all actuators into one convenient kit. This allows all actuators in a 
common location to be replaced at the same time.
www.4s.com

COILOVER KIT FOR BMW I4
The electronically adjustable KW DDC Plug & Play coilover kit is now 
available from KW Automotive for the electric BMW i4 eDrive40 (G26) 
Gran Coupe with optional adaptive M suspension. Once connected, 
adjustments to the headlight range and rear axle heights need to be made. 
The electronic BMW system recognizes the DDC dampers immediately 
and adjusts the setup to the respective driving situation. At the front axle, the continuous 
lowering can be adjusted between 20-40mm and 15-35mm at the rear axle. 
www.kwsuspensions.net

FORD ECOBOOST INTAKE MANIFOLD REPAIR KIT
ProMaxx Tool has released a new Intake Manifold Repair (IMR) ProKit to easily remove 
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TIMING CHAINS
Dayco announced it is 
launching a new line 
of of timing chain kits 
for the automotive 
aftermarket totalling more than 100 part 
numbers. The kits feature direct OE replacement 
components, including top grade chains that 
eliminate stretch, precision machined sprockets, 
and high-grade plastic guides for excellent wear 
resistance. A series of comprehensive training 

materials are also being introduced as part of the 
launch. Five step-by-step instructional videos 
were produced to help certified technicians walk 
through the repair process.
www.dayco.com

BANDFILE
Bandfiles are now available in two sizes from 
Milwaukee Tool. The M12 Bandfiles come in 18- 
and 13-inch options for spot removal with control 

broken fasteners on 
Ford 3.5L and 3.7L 
EcoBoost engines. 
The kit includes 
machine-shop 
tooling and precision 
components to make 
on-the-truck repairs. Pooling moisture 
accelerates the corrosion of the valve 
cover and intake manifold bolts. These 
tend to break when technicians try 
to remove them, increasing costs and 
extending repair times. The company 
said removing and replacing the 
cylinder head can take up to 12 hours. 
A technician can complete the repair in 
about 15 minutes with the kit.
www.promaxxtool.com

BRAKE 
ROTORS
Advics, member 
of the AISIN Group of companies, 
is adding 67 brake rotors, proving 
coverage for about 28 million vehicles in 
operation. Each is certified high-carbon 
and fully coated, offering premium 
protection against rust and corrosion. 
All new part numbers from the brake 
rotor product line expansion are 
currently in stock at AISIN warehouses 
in the U.S. and are available for 
immediate purchase.
www.advicsaftermarket.com

EXHAUST 
MANIFOLD 
REPAIR KIT
Technicians can 
make an on-the-
vehicle exhaust 
manifold repair 
on 2011-2020 Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, 
and Ram Pentastar 3.6L V6 engines 
with ProMaxx Tool’s new kit. It is 
designed to make those working on this 
engine more productive by reducing 
repair times by more than 50 percent. 
The kit is field-tested by experienced 
technicians and proven to shorten 
removal of fractured EMR bolts from 
nearly one hour to approximately 15 
minutes per bolt. The kit comes with 
all necessary equipment to complete 
the job including premium machine-
shop grade ProDrill Gold bit tooling, 
bushings, and fasteners.
www.promaxxtool.com

BAYWATCH
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and greater mobility and access in application. When 
equipped with an M12 Redlithium XC 4.0 battery, 
users can remove up to 50 spot welds using the 18” 
bandfile and up to 40 spot welds with the 13” bandfile 
on a single charge. The tool comes with the ability to 
choose between forward and reverse functionality. 
The Bandfiles come with a 360-degree tool-free arm rotation to improve 
access and precision in hard-to-reach applications as well as quick access 
belt change capability for additional ease of use.
www.milwaukeetool.ca

BRAKE PADS
Continental announced the expansion of its ATE 
Disc Brake Pad line, now providing coverage for 
more than 95 per cent of European vehicles. The 
expansion brings ATE’s current line count to 
293 part numbers. Service shops are now able to work on more than 104 
million vehicles on the road in the U.S. and Canada. The semi-metallic 
and ceramic formulations are available for most models from Alfa Romeo, 
Audi, BMW, Jaguar, Land Rover, Mercedes-Benz, MINI, Porsche, Range 
Rover, Renault, Saab, smart, Volkswagen and Volvo.
www.ate-na.com

TMPS SENSOR
Continental recently released its new Redi-Sensor SE10008 Multi-

Application TPMS Sensor. It provides coverage 
for BMW, Chrysler, Dodge, GM, Hyundai, Jaguar, 
Jeep, Kia, Land Rover, Mercedes, Nissan, Smart, 
Subaru and Volvo models from 2012-2022. The 
SE10008 features a metal clamp-in mounting stem and is compatible with 
autolearning, pressure by position, and tire fill alert systems. It also reduces 
the number of sensor SKUs. Overall applications coverage for the SE10008 
is more than 24.2 million vehicles in operation. The sensor comes ready 
to install and requires no added sensor programming or cloning. It is 
preprogrammed at the factory, follows existing OE standards, and works 
with most major TPMS scan tool.
www.redi-sensor.com

HYBRID COOLING FANS
Hybrid cooling fans from Continental have 
seen a big expansion recently from Continental. 
Seven new direct-fit OE replacements provide 
coverage for popular hybrid vehicles from 11 makes between model years 
2003-2021. The line features 21 SKUs that can cover over 19 million 
vehicles on the road in the U.S. and Canada. Continental OE Hybrid 
Battery Cooling Fans are now available for Buick LaCrosse, Cadillac ELR, 
Chevrolet Impala and Volt, Ford C-Max and Fusion, Honda Accord, 
Civic, CR-Z, and Insight, Hyundai Sonata, Kia Optima, Lexus CT, RX 
400h, RX450h, RX450hL, and UX250H, Lincoln MKZ, Mercury Milan, 
and Toyota Avalon, Camry, Highlander, Mirai, and Prius.
www.continentalaftermarket.com22_003858_Jobber_News_JAN_CN  Mod: October 20, 2022 4:58 PM   
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YOUNG 
PROFESSIONALS IN 
THE AFTERMARKET 
SPOTLIGHT:
DAVE LEGG

You do not need to be a car person to get a job in the aftermarket, but sometimes it helps. When Dave Legg 
interviewed with Group Monaco, it was for a position in finance — far away from the shop floor. But when his interest 
in cars came up during the interview, the deal was sealed. Now, being involved with the Young Professionals in the 
Aftermarket (YPA) Committee, Dave wants to make sure that everyone — regardless of whether they can change 
their own oil or not — can find a place in the auto care industry.

About the Young Professionals in the Aftermarket
 
Young Professionals in the Aftermarket (YPA) is an Automotive Industries Association of Canada (AIA Canada) 
committee comprising of young executives, of 45 years or younger, in the Canadian auto care sector. The 
Committee’s mandate is to ensure the future growth and prosperity of the aftermarket industry.  

Name: Dave Legg
Company: Regional Automotive Warehousing
Title: Chief Operating Officer
Number of years in the aftermarket: 11

What company do you currently work for and what is your position?
I was initially hired to work for Regional Automotive as a senior accountant for two of their recently 
acquired corporate jobber stores. In a short time, we created a centralized and standardized 
administrative and corporate governance structure which allowed us to acquire three more jobber 
stores and easily migrate them onto this blueprint for success. The business owners afforded me the 
freedom to not only provide financial reporting, but to use my observations of the business operations 
to improve operational efficiency and evolve for the future. As we scaled up, a talented accounting and 
administration team was built allowing me to function more as a general manager to our warehouse 
and five jobber stores. Today I am COO at Regional, taking the helm as one of the business owners 
transitions to retirement.

What does your participation in the YPA Committee mean to you?
I think we value the opportunities the committee gives us to network and collaborate with our peers, 
meet, and learn from fantastic industry mentors throughout the AIA Canada membership, and feel 
like the young and upcoming voices have a valued say in the future of our industry. I think the YPA 
Committee’s primary mandate for many years to come should remain to recruit new talent to the 
automotive aftermarket. It can’t be said enough times, there are so many rewarding and lucrative 
career paths, desirable skill sets, and sub-industries in the aftermarket that there is a place for anyone.

What is one of your proudest moments in your career so far?
It’s not a single moment, but a cumulative effect. Every day I go to work, I can see the fruits of my labour 
in the harmony of the teams we have and the successes the businesses are having thanks to everyone’s 
collective effort. I carry a quiet pride in knowing the contribution I made to building that foundation 
and fostering that environment. It’s about setting up your colleagues for success.

What advice would you give someone either starting in the industry or looking to 
transition into the industry?
Just do it. Once you’re in, you’ll find your niche. See what roles fit your strengths and interests and 
observe where the experienced and talented people are around you. Try to find a spot where you are 
surrounded by those willing to share their wealth of knowledge. Don’t be afraid to randomly approach 
people anywhere in the industry for advice, including those on the YPA Committee.
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DRIVES THE 
INDUSTRY.
That’s why NGK created Shop Squad, a community for 
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exchange expertise, and gain knowledge in the industry. 

Keep your edge. Join the Squad.

shopsquadonline.ca
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sign up.
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AVAILABLE AT

From brakes, steering & suspension, to oil, filters, batteries, and 
more, Pro-Series auto parts are engineered and tested to deliver 
superior fit, performance and safety.

Quality is our best part, because we 
know your reputation is on the line. 

DEMAND
THE TOUGHEST
Built for extreme
conditions and
meets/exceeds
original equipment
performance

TOP-QUALITY,
GUARANTEED
Meets original
equipment
specifications

PREMIUM
PERFORMANCE
AND RELIABILITY
Meets or exceeds
original equipment
specifications with
feature(s) beyond the OE


